Strategies for Defining Difference

Use the **asterisk** on terms with multiple endings (white, whiteness)

Search terms in fields like **Title** or **Abstract**

Try different of **Databases**

Try different combinations of **concepts**

Search phrases with and without **quotation marks** to see which produces the most relevant results

Connect synonyms/related terms with **OR**
Remember that you can search across multiple EBSCO databases simultaneously with the **Choose Databases** option. Add specific databases (Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection, Race Relations Abstracts, etc.) or select ALL.

Adding the phrase **social work** helps add context and focus the results.

**Privilege as Privileging: Making the Dynamic and Complex Nature of Privilege and Marginalization Accessible**

A paradox of **social** change: how the quest for liberation reproduces dominance in higher education and the field of **social work**.

**THE PROBLEM OF PRIVILEGE: MALE SOCIAL WORK STUDENTS' PRESERVICE EXPERIENCES.**

White **Privilege** and Multicultural Counseling Competence: The Influence of Field of Study, Sex, and Racial/Ethnic Exposure.